This paper aims to present, in a unified manner, results which are valid on both the algebras of quaternions and coquaternions and, simultaneously, call the attention to the main differences between these two algebras. The rings of one-sided polynomials over each of these algebras are studied and some important differences in what concerns the structure of the set of their zeros are remarked. Examples illustrating this different behavior of the zero-sets of quaternionic and coquaternionic polynomials are also presented.
Introduction
Quaternions, introduced in 1843 by the Irish mathematician William Rowan Hamilton (1805-1865) as a generalization of complex numbers [11] , have become a powerful tool for modeling and solving problems in classical fields of mathematics, engineering and physics [19] . One of the most widespread application of quaternions is in computer animation, where they are used to represent transformations of orientations of graphical objects [29] . The geometric and physical applications of quaternions require solving quaternion polynomial equations; see, e.g., [1] . The literature on quaternion polynomial root-finding reveals a recent growing interest on this subject; see e.g. [7, 8, 12, 13, 16, 20, 25, 28, 27] .
At about the same time Hamilton discovered the non-commutative algebra of quaternions, James Cockle (1819-1895) introduced another four-dimensional hypercomplex real algebra, the algebra of real coquaternions [6] . Probably due to the fact that this is a non-division algebra, coquaternions have received much less attention than their "cousins" quaternions. There are, however, some studies related to geometric applications of coquaternions 1 [17] , [23] and [24] . In addition, the relation between coquaternions and complexified mechanics is discussed in [5] . In what concerns coquaternionic polynomials, the bibliography is very scarce. The most relevant references on this subject are [14, 15, 22] and [26] .
The main purpose of this paper is to present, in a unified manner, results which are valid in both the algebras of quaternions and coquaternions and, at the same time, point out some important differences between these algebras. We also study one-sided polynomials defined over these two algebras, emphasizing the differences that may occur in the structure of their zero-sets.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a revision of the main definitions and results on the algebras of quaternions and coquaternions. Section 3 is dedicated to the rings of (one-sided) polynomials over these two algebras and discusses, in particular, the main differences of the structure of the sets of zeros of these polynomial rings. Finally, Sect. 4 contains carefully chosen examples illustrating some of the conclusions contained in Sect. 3.
The Algebras of Quaternions and Coquaternions
Let {1, i, j, k} be an orthonormal basis of the Euclidean vector space R 4 with a product given according to the multiplication rules
This non-commutative product generates the well known algebra of real quaternions, which we will denote by H.
The algebra of real coquaternions, which we will denote by H coq , is generated by the product given according to the following rules
In what follows, since some of the results are valid in both algebras, we will use H to refer to one of the algebras H or H coq . We will embed the space R 4 in H by identifying the element q = (q 0 , q 1 , q 2 , q 3 ) in R 4 with the element q = q 0 + q 1 i + q 2 j + q 3 k in H . Thus, throughout the paper, we will not distinguish an element in R 4 and the corresponding quaternion/coquaternion, unless we need to stress the context.
If p = p 0 + p 1 i + p 2 j + p 3 k and q = q 0 + q 1 i + q 2 j + q 3 k are two given quaternions, then
whilst, if p and q are coquaternions, we have
Given q = q 0 + q 1 i + q 2 j + q 3 k ∈ H , its conjugate q is defined as q = q 0 − q 1 i − q 2 j − q 3 k; the number q 0 is called the real part of q and denoted by Re q and the vector part of q, denoted by Vec q, is given by Vec q = q 1 i + q 2 j + q 3 k. We will identify the set of elements in H whose vector part is zero with the set R of real numbers. We will also consider three particularly important subspaces of dimension two of H , usually called the canonical planes or cycle planes. The first is {q ∈ H : q = a + b i, a, b ∈ R} which, naturally, we identify with the complex plane C; the second, which we denote by P and whose elements are usually called perplex numbers is given by P = {q ∈ H : q = a + b j, a, b ∈ R} and the third, denoted by D, is the subspace of the so-called dual numbers, D = {q ∈ H : q = a + b (i + j), a, b ∈ R}; see e.g. [3] .
We will denote by t(q) and call trace of q the quantity given by
and will call determinant of q and denote by d(q) the quantity given by d(q) = qq. We have
Remark 1. Observe that, for a quaternion q, d(q) is always a non-negative quantity and moreover d(q) = 0 iff q = 0. In this case, the square root of d(q) is called the norm of q and denoted by |q|.
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The following proposition lists some properties of quaternions/coquaternions which are easily verified; see e.g. [2] and [10] . Proposition 1. Given p, q ∈ H and α ∈ R, we have:
11. q commutes with any other element in H if and only if q ∈ R (i.e. the center of H is R).
We also have the following result, very simple to prove.
Proposition 2. An element q ∈ H is invertible if and only if d(q) = 0. In that case, we have q
.
A non-invertible element q ∈ H is also called a singular element. Since, as observed in Remark 1, the only quaternion with a zero determinant is q = 0, we immediately conclude that all non-zero quaternions are invertible, i.e. H is a division algebra. In the case of coquaternions, there are, however, non-zero singular elements, such as, for example, the coquaternion q = 1 + i + j + k.
It can be shown that q = 0 is singular if and only if q is a zero-divisor, i.e. there exist p, r ∈ H coq such that q p = r q = 0. Definition 1. We say that an element q ∈ H is similar to another element p ∈ H , and write q ∼ p, if there exists an invertible h ∈ H such that q = h −1 ph.
This is an equivalence relation in H (hence, we can simply say that two elements p, q ∈ H are similar), partitioning H in the so-called similarity classes. We denote by [q] the similarity class containing a given element q ∈ H . The next proposition shows that the equivalence classes of real elements reduce to a single element.
Proof. If q ∈ R and p ∼ q, then p = h −1 qh = qh −1 h = q. On the other hand, if [q] = {q}, we have that h −1 qh = q or, equivalently, qh = hq, for all invertible h. This means, in particular, that q must commute with i, j and k, which can only be true if q ∈ R.
In what follows, given an element q = q 0 + q 1 i + q 2 j + q 3 k ∈ H , we will use dv(q) to denote the determinant of the vector part of q, i.e. dv(q) = d(Vec q). Note that:
• for q ∈ H, dv(q) = q ; hence dv(q) is always a non-negative quantity and dv(q) = 0 if and only if q ∈ R;
; hence dv(q) can be negative, null or positive; moreover, dv(q) = 0 does not imply q ∈ R. Definition 2. We say that two elements p, q ∈ H are quasi-similar, and write p≈q, if and only if they satisfy the following conditions Re p = Re q and dv(p) = dv(q) .
This is an equivalence relation in H , partitioning H in the so-called quasi-similarity classes. We denote by q the quasi-similarity class containing a given element q ∈ H .
Remark 2. The above definition was introduced, for the case of coquaternions, by Janovská and Opfer [15] , but a different notation was used.
Note that, since d(q) = (Re q) 2 + dv(q), the conditions (4) defining quasi-similarity are equivalent to the conditions
We will now show that the concepts of quasi-similarity and similarity coincide for any two quaternions and also for any two non-real coquaternions. Only for the case where one of the coquaternions is real and the other is non-real, the concepts of quasi-similarity and similarity do not coincide.
Then, q is similar to the complex number
Corollary 1. Two quaternions p, q ∈ H are similar if and only if they are quasi-similar.
Proof. If p and q are similar, then it is an immediate consequence of 6. and 10. in Proposition 1 that they satisfy (5). The fact that two elements p, q ∈ H satisfying (4) are similar is an immediate consequence of the previous theorem, having in mind that similarity is an equivalence relation.
From the previous corollary, we have, for any q = q 0 + q
This shows that the similarity class of a quaternion q = q 0 + q 1 i + q 2 j + q 3 k can be identified with a sphere in the hyperplane {(x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) ∈ R 4 : x 0 = q 0 }. This sphere is centered at the point (q 0 , 0, 0, 0) and has radius dv(q), reducing to a single point when dv(q) = 0 i.e., when q ∈ R. Theorem 2. Let q = q 0 + q 1 i + q 2 j + q 3 k ∈ H coq be a non-real coquaternion. Then:
Proof. In each case, we will indicate how to choose an invertible h ∈ H coq such that h −1 qh has the specified form. (i) Naturally, if q = q 0 + q 1 i with q 1 > 0, then q 1 = dv(q) and there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, we can take
Note that, for h = (q 1 + dv(q)) − q 3 j + q 2 k, we have
that h is an invertible element. Moreover, it is easy to verify that qh = h(q 0 + dv(q) i).
(ii) Similarly to the previous case, if q = q 0 + q 2 j with q 2 > 0, then q 2 = − dv(q), so there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, we can consider
In a manner similar to the previous case, one can verify that the coquaternions h given by the above formulas are invertible and are such that qh = h(q 0 + − dv(q) j).
(iii) We can take
Once more, it is easy to verify that the coquaternions h satisfy qh = h(1 + i + j) and, under the conditions stated, are invertible.
Remark 3. The explicit expressions for h in the cases (i) and (ii), here included for completeness, can be seen in [17] .
Corollary 2. Two non-real coquaternions p, q ∈ H coq are similar if and only if they are quasi-similar.
Proof. The proof is totally analogous to the proof of Corollary 1, now making use of the previous theorem.
For a given element q = q 0 + q 1 i + q 2 j + q 3 k ∈ H coq , we have
Hence, the quasi-similarity class of q can be identified with an hyperboloid in the hyperplane {(x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) ∈ R 4 : x 0 = q 0 }. This will be:
• an hyperboloid of two sheets, if dv(q) > 0; in this case
• an hyperboloid of one sheet, if dv(q) < 0; in this case
• a degenerate hyperboloid (i.e. a cone), if dv(q) = 0; in this case,
see Fig. 1 . 
One-Sided Polynomials
We denote by H [x] the set of polynomials of the form
i.e., the set of polynomials whose coefficients are only located on the left of the variable, with the addition and multiplication of such polynomials defined as in the commutative case, where the variable is assumed to commute with the coefficients. This is a ring, referred to as the ring of (left) one-sided, unilateral or simple polynomials in H .
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As usual, if c n = 0, we will say that the degree of the polynomial P (x) is n and refer to c n as the leading coefficient of the polynomial. When c n = 1, we say that P (x) is monic. If the coefficients c i in (6) are real, then we say that P (x) is a real polynomial.
The evaluation map at a given element q ∈ H , defined, for the polynomial P (x) given by (6), by P (q) = c n q n + c n−1 q n−1 + · · · + c 1 q + c 0 , is not a homomorphism from the ring H [x] into H . In fact, given two polynomials L(x), R(x) ∈ H[x], in general we do not have (LR)(q) = L(q)R(q).
Remark 4.
Since all the polynomials considered will be in the indeterminate x, we will usually omit the reference to this variable and write simply P when referring to an element P (x) ∈ H [x], the expression P (q) being preferably reserved for the evaluation of P at a specific value q ∈ H .
We say that an element q ∈ H is a zero (or a root) of a polynomial P , if P (q) = 0, and we use the notation Z(P ) to denote the zero-set of P , i.e. the set of all the zeros of P .
The next theorem has some results concerning the evaluation, at a given element q ∈ H , of the product of two polynomials.
and q ∈ H . Then, we have:
(ii) If R(q) = 0, then P (q) = 0.
Proof. The proofs of (i)-(iii) are very simple adaptations of the corresponding proofs for similar results for polynomials over a division ring given in [18, Proposition (16. 2)], noting that the condition "R(q) is nonsingular" assumed on (iii) plays the same role of the condition R(q) = 0 in the referred proposition in [18] . The results (iv)-(v) follow easily from the definition of the product of polynomials and the fact that real numbers commute with any element in H .
As an immediate consequence of this theorem, we have the following result.
Corollary 3. Let L(x) and R(x) be two given polynomials in H [x], P (x) = (LR)(x) and q ∈ H . If R(q) is non-singular, then q is a zero of P if and only if R(q)q(R(q)) −1 is a zero of L.
Remark 5. Since, in the case of quaternions, all non-zero elements are non-singular, the condition "R(q) is non-singular" in Theorem 3-(iii) and in Corollary 3 can, in this case, be replaced by R(q) = 0.
Definition 3. Given an element q ∈ H , the characteristic polynomial of q, denoted Ψ q (x), is the polynomial defined by
Note that Ψ q is a monic quadratic real polynomial and also that we have
Equation (8) shows that Ψ q is an invariant of the quasi-similarity class of q.
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Remark 6. Having in mind the previous observation, it would probably be more appropriate to say that the polynomial given by (7) is the characteristic polynomial of the quasi-similarity class q and to denote it by Ψ q . However, for a question of simplicity, we will stick to the denomination and notation introduced in Definition 3.
Let Ψ q be the characteristic polynomial of a given element q ∈ H . The discriminant of Ψ q is ∆ = (t(q)) 2 − 4 d(q) = 4(Re q) 2 − 4((Re q) 2 + dv(q)) = −4 dv(q) .
Thus:
1. In the quaternionic case, ∆ will never be positive, being zero if and only if q ∈ R. Hence, the characteristic polynomial of any non-real quaternion is an irreducible (over the reals) monic quadratic polynomial. The characteristic polynomial of q ∈ R is, naturally, the polynomial (x − q) 2 .
2. In the coquaternionic case, ∆ will be negative, null or positive, depending on whether dv(q) > 0, dv(q) = 0 or dv(q) < 0, respectively. This means that Ψ q will be:
• an irreducible polynomial, if dv(q) > 0;
• a polynomial of the form (x − r) 2 , r ∈ R, if dv(q) = 0;
• a polynomial of the form (x − r 1 )(x − r 2 ) with r 1 , r 2 ∈ R, r 1 = r 2 , if dv(q) < 0.
The next theorem lists some properties involving the zero-set of the characteristic polynomial of an element q ∈ H .
Theorem 4. Let Ψ q be the characteristic polynomial of a given element q ∈ H . Then:
(iii) If dv q < 0, then Ψ q (x) = (x − r 1 )(x − r 2 ) for r 1 , r 2 ∈ R, r 1 = r 2 and Z(Ψ q ) = q ∪ {r 1 , r 2 }.
Proof. Let u be an arbitrary element in q . From the relation u = t(u) − u (see (1)), we obtain
This shows that Ψ q (u) = 0, hence establishing (i). We now prove (ii)-(iii). Let then z be a zero of Ψ q , i.e., let z satisfy z 2 − t(q)z + d(q) = 0; since z is also a zero of its characteristic polynomial (by (i)), we also have z 2 − t(z)z + d(z) = 0 and so we obtain
If z is non-real, i.e. if Vec z = 0, we immediately obtain t(z) = t(q) and d(z) = d(q), showing that z ∈ q . Hence, we conclude that all non-real roots of Ψ q belong to q . Let us now see what happens with the (possible) real zeros of Ψ q . Recalling the description on the behavior of the characteristic polynomial Ψ q done previously, we see that this type of roots only occur if dv(q) = 0 or dv(q) < 0. In the first case, we have that Ψ q has a double real root r, but q = r , i.e., r ∈ q and so the result (ii) follows. When dv(q) < 0 5 we have that Ψ q (x) = (x − r 1 )(x − r 2 ) has two real zeros r 1 and r 2 which do not belong to q (note that, in that case, Re q = r1+r2 2 = r 1 , r 2 ), which establishes (iii).
The previous theorem shows us that, in what concerns the number of zeros, quaternionic and coquaternionic polynomials may behave very differently from polynomials in C[x], where, as is well known, a polynomial of degree n has, at most, n distinct zeros. In fact, the characteristic polynomial of an element q ∈ H (with q nonreal, in the quaternionic case) gives us an example of a polynomial with an infinite number of zeros: a sphere, in the quaternionic case, and an hyperboloid or an hyperboloid and two extra zeros, in the coquaternonic case.
Although quaternionic and coquaternonic polynomials have this common feature -they both may have an infinite number of zeros -there is a very important difference between these two types of polynomials. In the case of quaternion polynomials, as proved in the pioneering paper by I. Niven [21] , the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra is valid, i.e., every non-constant polynomial in H[x] has, at least, a zero in H. However, this theorem is not valid in H coq [x] . In fact, as observed byÖzdemir[22, Theorem 9-i.], since for a coquaternion u, we have d(u n ) = (d(u)) n (see Proposition 1-10.)), any equation of the form x n − q = 0, with n even and q a coquaternion with negative determinant, does not have a solution. Other examples of coquaternion polynomials with no roots can be found in [15] .
We now introduce the following definition for zeros of a polynomial in H [x].
Definition 4. Let P ∈ H [x] and let z ∈ H be a zero of P .
(i) If z contains no other zeros of P , then z is said to be an isolated zero of P .
(ii) If z ⊆ Z(P ), then z is said to be:
• a spherical zero of P , if H = H;
• an hyperboloidal zero of P , if H = H coq .
Remark 7.
1. The choice of the denominations, spherical, in the case of quaternionic polynomials and hyperboloidal, in the case of coquaternionic polynomials, is a natural one, having in mind the type of sets which are the quasi-similarity classes, in each case. The term hyperboloidal, which we adopt here, was the choice made by Pogoruy and Ramírez-Dagnino in [26] ; in [15] , the authors use the term hyperbolic instead of hyperboloidal, which, from our point of view, does not seem so appropriate.
2. In the quaternionic case, a real zero z, is by definition, an isolated zero, since, in this case z = [z] = {z}. This is not necessarily true in the coquaternionic case. Example 2, given later, will clarify this assertion.
Theorem 5. Let P ∈ H [x] and let z ∈ H be a zero of P . If z contains another zero u of P such that z − u is nonsingular, then z ⊆ Z(P ).
Proof. We first observe that, since the product of two polynomials in H [x] is defined in the usual manner, the Euclidean Division Algorithm to perform the division of two polynomials can be applied, provided that the leading coefficient of the divisor polynomial is a non-singular element in H . We can thus divide P (x) by the characteristic polynomial of z, i.e. by the quadratic monic polynomial Ψ z (x) = x 2 − t(z)x + d(z), obtaining
for some polynomial Q(x) and values A and B which depend only on the coefficients c i of the polynomial P and on the values t(z) and d(z). Hence, for all w ∈ z , we have, P (w) = A + Bw, since Ψ z (w) = 0 (see Theorem 4-(i)). Because, by hypothesis, z and u are both zeros of P in z , it follows that we must have
from where we obtain B(u − z) = 0. The fact that u − z is non-singular implies that B = 0 which, from (10), leads to A = 0 also. From (9), we then obtain P (x) = Q(x)Ψ z (x), allowing us to conclude that all the zeros of Ψ z are zeros of P ; see Theorem 3-(ii). Since z ⊆ Z(Ψ z ) (Theorem 4-(i)), the result follows.
Remark 8. The result of Theorem 5 for the case of quaternionic polynomials was first established, by using totally different arguments, by Gordon and Motzkin [9] . For the coquaternionic case, a more similar proof to the one presented here was given in [15] .
In the case of quaternionic polynomials, the condition u−z non-singular can simply be replaced by u−z = 0 i.e., by u = z. This shows that, in the quaternionic case, a zero can only be of one of two types: isolatedwhen its similarity class contains no other zeros -or spherical, if the class contains more than one zero. In particular, a (non-real) zero z of P is spherical if and only its conjugate z is also a zero of P . This is a very simple test one usually performs to distinguish an isolated zero from a spherical one.
In the case of coquaternionic polynomials, however, this kind of dichotomy does not hold anymore. In fact, it is possible to have a zero of a polynomial whose corresponding quasi-similarity class contains other zeros of the polynomial, but such that not all the elements in the class are zeros. Examples of such type of zeros will be given later.
Proof. See e.g. the proof of [30, Lemma 2.3.] for the quaternionic case or the analogous proof in [15, Theorem 1.2] , where the result is stated for the coquaternionic case.
Corollary 4.
Under the conditions of the previous theorem, if z is a non-real zero of P , then the zero is spherical, in the quaternionic case, and hyperboloidal, in the coquaternionic case.
Proof. The conclusion, for the quaternionic case, is immediate, since [z] = z . We now consider the coquaternionic case. Note that, in this case, the fact that z is non-real does not guarantee that z = [z] (this does not hold when dv(z) = 0).
Let z = z 0 + z 1 i + z 2 j + z 3 k. Since z is non-real, we have z i = 0 for at least one i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Assume, for example, that z 1 = 0 (the proof is analogous in other cases) and consider the coquaternion u = z 0 − z 1 i + z 2 j + z 3 k. Then, u ∈ z and both u and z are non-real; this means that u ∼ z, i.e., u ∈ [z] and so, from the previous theorem, u is a zero of P ; on the other hand, d(z − u) = d(2z 1 i) = 4z 2 1 = 0. Theorem 5 guarantees that the zero is hyperboloidal.
Remark 9. The conclusion of the previous corollary is stated in [15, Example 3.6] as being an immediate consequence of Theorem 6. However, as explained before, in the coquaternionic case, the fact that z ⊆ Z(P ) is not obvious and needs to be proved.
Examples
In this section, we present simple examples illustrating some of the results on the zeros of polynomials in H[x] and H coq [x] previously discussed.
We first summarize the main differences which can exist between quaternionic and coquaternionic polynomials, in what concerns their zeros. H[x] , i.e., every non-constant quaternionic polynomial has, at least, a zero in H, but is no longer valid in
The Fundamental Theorem of Algebra is valid in
2. A real zero of a quaternionic polynomial is always an isolated zero, but this is not necessarily the case for coquaternionic polynomials.
3. A zero z of a quaternionic polynomial P can be only of two types: isolated, if z is the only zero of P in z , or spherical, if z contains more than one zero of P , in which case all the elements in the sphere z are zeros of P . In the coquaternionic case, zeros of other type may appear for a given polynomial P : zeros z such that z contains other zeros of P , but such that not all the class z is formed by zeros of P .
Example 1.
As observed before, if n is even and q is a coquaternion with a negative determinant, then the polynomial P (x) = x n − q has no coquaternionic roots. Hence, for example, the polynomial
Note that if we view P 1 as a quaternionic polynomial, then P 1 has two isolated zeros:
2 j and
Consider the real polynomial
The only quaternionic zeros of this polynomial are the isolated zeros x 1 = 1 and x 2 = 2. However, if we consider P 2 as a polynomial in H coq [x], then, since P 2 (x) = Ψ q (x) with q the coquaternion q = 3 2 + 1 2 j, Theorem 4 allows us to conclude that P 2 has, apart from the two isolated zeros x 1 = 1 and x 2 = 2, an hyperboloid of zeros: the quasi-similarity class 
is a zero of P 3 . However, not all the elements in the quasi-similarity class 2 are zeros of P 3 ; for example, the coquaternion u = 2 + i + k ∈ 2 , but P 3 (u) = i + k = 0. Hence, the zero x = 2 (and any other zero in the set Z 1 ) is neither an isolated zero nor an hyperboloidal zero of P 3 . Observe that, for any two elements z = 2 + αi − αk and z = 2 + α i − α k in Z 1 , their difference z − z = (α − α )i − (α − α )k is singular, so there is no contradiction with Theorem 5. One can also show that any element in the set is a zero of P 3 , but not all the elements in Apart from confirming our statement about the existence, in the case of coquaternionic polynomials, of zeros which are neither isolated nor hyperboloidal, this example also illustrates the statement made in 2.: we have a real zero, x = 2, which is not an isolated zero of the coquaternionic polynomial P 2 , a situation that cannot occur in the case of a quaternionic polynomial.
Remark 10. We must also refer that this example contradicts the statement of [26, Theorem 2.4]: we have more than one zero in a class whose elements have a non-singular vector part -the class 
